Section Q - Livestock Diseases - Foot and Mouth
The schedule will show if this section applies and the cover is in force

Deﬁnitions
Each time any of the following words or phrases appear in this section in bold type (or in capital
letters in the schedule) they will take the meaning shown below or if not deﬁned below in the General
Deﬁnitions
Where words or phrases are not highlighted in this manner the everyday meaning will apply
Ministry means the appropriate Government Authority for Agriculture in the country in which the risk
is situated

Cover
If any animal shown in the schedule is slaughtered by order of the Ministry due to Foot and Mouth
disease We will pay You in respect of any one animal
A

25% of the valuation of the animal by the Ministry subject to a maximum of £150 or

B

25% of the valuation of the animal by the Ministry subject to a maximum of £300

The schedule will show whether limit A or B applies

Conditions
1. This section of the policy will become void and Your rights under it will be forfeited if You are
convicted of an offence under the Disease of Animals Acts or any amendments to them
2. You must report any occurrence giving rise to a claim under this section to Us in writing
immediately and must as soon as reasonably possible supply documentary proof of the number and
type of animals slaughtered if any and of the amount of the compensation paid by the Ministry On
Our request You must complete an Authorisation form enabling Us to obtain conﬁrmation from the
Ministry of the loss and of the particulars of the claim
3. If at the time of slaughter due to Foot & Mouth disease the number of Livestock exceeds by more
than 10% the number shown in the schedule the amount payable will be such proportion of the
indemnity as the total number of Livestock insured bears to the total number of Livestock owned
4. Payment due under this section will be made in four equal instalments the ﬁrst being paid as
soon as the claim is agreed and the further instalments being paid on each of the three succeeding
anniversaries of the date of slaughter
No one instalment may be deferred beyond the date speciﬁed for payment
You may however if You wish apply
(a) at the time of slaughter for the whole payment to be made in one sum or
(b) for all remaining instalments still outstanding to be paid at any timens
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